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Autumn Koors Foltz 

SEAGLASS WINDOW SHOPPING

no price on anger, i gather pennies by the shore.

i pad my fingers over lincoln’s wet, rusted cheeks
because there are no shells here. no seaweed, no

fish, the water is dead and rich of itself. collects

glass and money on the corroded sand. winter
bitters my fingers. i am grateful for the frost,

the atlantic is always warmer than the pacific –

invites my drowning, one that is illogical, selfish,
costs me for every gasp of air. i want to watch

salt water makes promises it cannot keep, see

those who swear themselves to it. if i was angry,
there would be no beautiful glass in my basket.

i would be broken-armed. so, i am undefined.

colored reflectors and coins clink full. if orange

is the fewest, i will fill myself with it. make scarce

what is sacred. my stomach cries at sight of red glass.

how many stoplights had to crack into the ocean

for this hunger? each frosted shard warms me. maybe

Poetry
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everything is illogical. red drinking glasses on tables.

i am harmless, despite myself. through my hunger,

i have littered my pennies on the sand. wet footprints

know where i have been. everything beautiful is devoured.

Ben Stoll 

ORAL FIXATION
I dreamed my teeth fell out again, 
scarlet stained ivory now on the floor.

Scarlet wine spilt on the floor, 
we whispered secrets through each other’s lips. 

My gums bleed behind my lips, 
I swear to God I’ve brushed my teeth. 

You told me I look better when I smile with my teeth. 
I kissed you where we used to lie, 

I haven’t seen you since you caught my lie. 
I’m scared to go to bed tonight, 

because when I fall asleep tonight:
I know I’ll dream of falling teeth.

PoetryPoetry
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Karly Jacklin

PATRIOT
When you return, it is all the same.
Cold wind still hits your teeth, even if you’re on good terms 
with your father. Even if your mom made breakfast casserole, 
even if she likes your new boyfriend. “Family sucks,”
      
is what you tell yourself
when you step into your childhood home, whether 
anyone greets you at the door or not. Whether 
your dog is dead or just old,
      
its dry tongue, hanging out the side of its mouth,
so still you drop your bags and check its pulse. It’s alive, 
you think, some frantic relief: It’s still alive
      
like a pellet in the big belly of a little fish, breathing 
in short pulses before it fizzles out. Vanishing 
under the oppressive boil of salty stomach acid,
or worse, of real life. No matter
      
if your twin bed is too small for you now
or if the TV is too loud — when your parents 
cry over the jury’s verdict, you know the rules, 
it means you come back
anyway.
      
You always come back.

Jeffery Alfier 

SEPTEMBER COASTAL MIDNIGHT
— Near Dam Neck, Virginia. If the map 
didn’t lie.

Thunder shook me from sleep. I blinked 
hard to know this dark will not drown me

in a lack of light, that the hazy bottle
of Riesling holds its gentle emptiness

under hardwood blinds that sag
like the victim of a stroke, the sea

unwearied in tidelines beyond my sight,
the late summer dawn to arrive once more,

blossoming over the surf, that a kind woman
still slumbers warmly beside me

knowing the winsome years are behind me,
the rain still falling over the vacant streets.

Poetry Poetry
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By: Henry Hu 

David Synder 

APARTMENTS
You bring home mint our
water may be full of lead don’t
feed it from the tap you
say this week a large
storm might come seal
the windows our
space no longer
full of debris this
week I purchase stamps
tell you write
whoever
you identify
a small cloud
of sap-sucking aphids
on the stems
under the leaves
of the mint
will die
you tell me
not to eat
them anymore next
week two men enter
our house scrape
old paint off
the windowsills
we clear
that morning
place all
our things in order
that night I feel
your chest expand
and retract I want
to become more
liquid fill
this container.

Poetry

rIBS FOLD
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the best coffee for at least three street blocks. He was there 
every day, and my grandmother served him coffee and a smile 
every day. She was the eldest daughter of four, working fresh 
out of high school to help her parents make ends meet, and 
smitten with this charming young man in the business suit.
     
“I knew every other girl in the place had her eye on him,” 
she’d stage whisper to us, “so I had to act fast.”
     
“She gave me her phone number on a Thursday and said ‘you 
may call and ask my father if you can take me out tomorrow 
night,’ and I did,” my grandfather would laugh.
     
Their eldest son, my father, met my mother while they were 
both in college, for business and English respectively. My 
mother loves to tell me that story while I help her wash the 
dishes after family dinners:

“I hated working at that Dunkin Donuts so much! I always 
got stuck washing dishes at night. But it was close to campus 
and I hated being a secretary more and in those days that was 
the only on-campus work I could’ve hoped to get. And then 
your father started coming in late at night, disheveled and 
handsome and polite, and he made me eager to have the late 
shift and get stuck washing the dishes!”
     
My older brother has already brought home seven girls he met 
in coffee shops and each time he breaks up with one we joke, 
“Oh, well, she always said you actually met in a freshman 
psych class.”
     
My younger brother, still in high school, has a long-term 
girlfriend he met at the Starbucks in the mall.
     
My twin brother met his girlfriend when she served him 

Nik Shultz

COFFEE SHOP MEET-CUTE

The barista held out my drink, and as her hand lingered our 
fingertips brushed against each other. She looked away and 
smiled, and in that moment I saw our whole future yawning 
open before me.
     
I had watched her make my drink with a fluidness of motion 
that I could only dream of approaching, dancing around the 
other employees and timing the placement of the cup beneath 
the stream of coffee just so. At my job, which mostly involved 
cleaning the mop bucket, mopping the floor, and then clean-
ing the mop bucket again, I often felt like I was trapped and 
restrained by my body. I spent long hours in the basement 
and back rooms of a local restaurant daydreaming about being 
able to float and drift over the floor, or wield a scythe with the 
precision of an anime magic girl, or swing a bat like some kind 
of badass butch, or knock the creepy line cook on his ass and 
sweep the new waitress off her feet in the same motion. Or even 
just to not get out of breath while pushing a filthy mop over 
filthier floors.
     
But I was me, stuck in my stupid body, staring at this femme 
goddess, her perfect girlish blush and slight lip bite as her gaze 
slid back to me.
     
In my family, meeting a girl in a coffee shop is something of an 
inside joke. As kids, we listened with rapt attention to the story 
of our grandparents’ love, my brothers sprawled on the carpet 
and me perched on Grandpa’s knee.
     
He’d had a cushy office job his first year out of college, and 
spent his lunch breaks at a nearby diner, renowned for having 

Fiction Fiction
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travel a lot? Would our work get in the way of our marriage? 
Would we have lots of children? Would we be unable to afford 
an apartment? Would we go to protests together? Would her 
grandmother knit me sweaters every year?
     
“I’m sorry?” I snapped back to reality seconds after missing 
the barista’s question. “Hi, Sorry!” she laughed. “I’m Ann.”

Ann. Ann and I.
     
Could I even introduce her to my family? It would probably 
help to ease some of the tension of bringing a girl home to 
meet my family if I could say I met her while buying cof-
fee. The twinkle would return to my grandmother’s eyes. She 
would tell the story again, and get distracted by reminiscing 
about my grandpa, forgetting to talk about how so many nice 
girls are dykes these days. My mom would probably refrain 
from crying until dinner was done and she was doing the 
dishes, and eventually she’d start telling me how “Shel, at the 
barbershop, is gay you know,” and “my friend Brandy was a 
lesbian in college.” My father probably wouldn’t say anything. 
Maybe he’d never say anything to me again. My brothers 
would make comments, but I’m willing to bet eventually we’d 
bond over which actress we’d hypothetically date.
     
And then they’d all give speeches at my wedding with all the 
same family jokes about coffee and Christmas tree disasters. 
And it wouldn’t matter if I wore a suit because she’d be re-
splendent in a white gown and we’d be traditional enough for 
my grandmother to cry with joy. And we’d have a nice house 
with two nice kids and a dog and the whole white picket fence 
deal.
     
And don’t I want that? 
    
   

coffee at a charity event where they were both volunteering, 
and now, fresh out of trade school, he’s saving up for an 
engagement ring.
My parents and grandparents have long instructed them in the 
ways of finding a Nice Girl and treating her right, “or else!” 
Even when I was in the room for these lessons, they were not 
offered to me.
     
The boys and men were not in the room for my mother and 
grandmother’s lessons on avoiding Bad Men, escaping Bad 
Men, and how to keep a Good Man when you finally find 
one.
     
My parents don’t joke about me meeting a girl on my college 
campus when they visit. There are no winks or nudges while 
asking how often I study there, no questions about cute boys 
who might study there or work there.
     
Girls did not go to cafes to flirt with the cute boy serving 
them coffee, they worked at the coffee shops and brought 
drinks to the cute boys. But lesbians had “meet-cutes” in cafes, 
or so the example set by fanfiction and the campus GSA had 
told me. And they were right apparently.
     
Because here I was on my third consecutive day of visiting the 
café on campus after three years of only visiting once in a blue 
moon, staring into brown eyes that might as well have been 
cartoonishly batting eyelashes at me. Even my baby gay ass 
could tell that this girl was being flirtatious.
     
There it was again. The yawning chasm of possibilities. Would 
we have a cat? Would we spend holidays with her super chill 
family? Would she want an open relationship? Would we live 
far away? Would we hook up a couple times before never 
speaking again? Would she leave me for a man? Would we 

Fiction Fiction
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FAIryDuST

By: Henry Hu 

Xiaoly Li

FROM DARKNESS COMES THE 
WANING CRESENT

This Grain Rain Day
you suffering & clinging to breath—
your mind in desolation.
Embrace the New Moon tomorrow.
Young shoots dream 
of trees with hundreds of
rings, life-anchoring roots 
webbing the earth, withstanding
this wind, this frost,  
to shade the world as willing.
A butterfly only loses her iridescent 
glow after she lays eggs.
Your soul still dwells.
Persevere from chrysalis 
to winged being.
May thunder!
May rain!

Poetry
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Cali Turner 
FOREIGN TO ME

Carnation, cardinal, and saffron 
Colored rickshaws. Motorcycles 
And vespas whizzing by.
Traffic jams, waiting on cows. 
Buses inches away
From hitting us. Jackfruit
Ice cream. Steaming
Hot chai. Always give the beggars 
Food, not money. Her black
Curly ringlets. Hindi lessons.
Myra naam Cali hai.
Incense waving, bells chiming, 
Morning Puja. Spicy samosas and 
Sweet coconut cookies. Sobbing
At the movies, holding her
Hands. Rain pouring, streets instantly 
Flooding. Gazing into her
Golden doe eyes. Dirty rivers, 
Purposefully placed trees.
Music pounding, strangers sweating, 
Our hips swaying. Lilac sunsets 
Blending into the concrete skyline. 
Candle lit Italian dinners,
A red rose in between us.
Our bodies, puzzle pieces
on her twin size bed.
Cali Hai. Lavani Hai.
The first woman I loved. 

Autumn Koors Foltz 

POEM WHERE FACEBOOK RECOMMENDS 
ME GLASSES I ALREADY OWN

    dedicated to v. k. (1984-2020)

and lately, i have been recognizing that i have so much to 
grieve. today i mourn cousin whose daughter’s names sprout 
centerfold, rose, violett, willow. i search for answers in origin 
or meaning, it offers me hurt: dolere, gravis. heavy and ache. 
i water myself, eyes who blurry-vision the landscape. i have 
wanted nothing more than clarity in sight. i want more, now. 
on facebook, winter brings cousin notice: happy heavenly 
birthday. happy birthday in heaven, i miss you. sweet friend. 
her rose-daughter hates church. i laugh when she tells me. she 
dresses as her mother does. at her wake, willow-child wants to 
wear make-up, like mommy. she is unallowed. in my vision 
i struggle with light, a world sculpted in blue, some word, 
astigmatism. meaning “without point.” refusal to ray-meet, 
something other. cousin who taught me rebellion and refusal. 
after every word google suggests “etymology.” rose: rosa, violet: 
diminutive of viole, willow: welig. perhaps to revolve. every 
planting, every cutting, every garden means itself. to this i 
know. mother named after landscape. cousin, the word i know 
to describe you, it has a meaning i did not know. i won’t say it. 
you’d laugh: prostitute, harlot, rotted wood. of which burning 
the timber is okay: it just goes fast, before you know it. cousin, 
to you, i wish youth and an ever-growing blooming. bloom, 
whose root is to shine, to thrive, to burn. 
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Summer Hammond

HOW WE BEGIN

My dad’s cornfields push right up against what I guess you 

would call a trailer park, cut off by a barbed wire fence. In better 

days, when we had cattle, it was electric. Across that fence, a bunch 

of houses with wheels that were brought there by a big truck and 

dumped on some land. I go to school with the kids who live there, 

but after school I don’t see them or talk with them. Those kids run 

wild like stray cats. They have a lot of problems. That’s what mom 

says. She’s trying to raise Danny and me right. She and dad don’t 

drink, don’t smoke, don’t cuss. We belong to the Lutheran church and 

that’s where you find us, the Krause family farmers, clean and pressed 

to a shining tee, every Sunday without fail. 

  Most days I come home, do my homework at the kitchen 

table, and help my little brother, Danny, with his homework. If 

mom’s working the late shift at the hospital, I’m in charge of Danny. 

I fix mac n cheese with hot dogs, or heat up leftovers. Then we go out 

and help dad with whatever needs to be done. On a farm, especially 

one that’s ailing, something always needs to be done. 

Dad can’t afford fancy, brand new John Deere tractors, 

like the Otterbein’s can, so there’s a steady parade of repairs to do. 

I learned early how to fix big machines. I learned how to drive 

them, too, starting at nine-years-old. Dad says learning to drive a 

combine harvester is akin to baptism when you’re born into a multi-

generational farm. Better believe he was real proud to teach me, and 

it’s true— sitting way up in the cab of a combine, harvesting your 

family’s legacy, does make your heart swell. Gives you the feeling of a 

big life, of royalty. 

 Still, I could use a little more stray cat time, running free. I 

only get that at school playing football, sprinting to a touchdown, 

howling with the ball. But a pigskin’s just another way to be a 

champion. What I’d really like is to have a friend. Be one.  

Dad says I need to make friends with the land because soon 

enough, it’s all going to be mine. So when I’m in the fields, I try to 

see them as my friend. Like I’m out there playing. 

It’s in the fields one afternoon when I see her. I’m in the 

yard, sweat rolling, making repairs on the combine. She’s wandering 

through our cornfield. I hear the rustling, see the leaves moving. 

When she emerges, I see this wild hair, all kinds of sticking up. Bare 

feet, dirty. Carrying a notebook under her arm, same way I do a 

football.  She looks around, writes, touches the leaves, smooths the 
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corn silk. Like she’s in a fancy shop or something, hunting for a rich 

feeling dress. Then she ducks down, writes some more. 

This isn’t the first time I’ve seen her. She’s one of the trailer 

park strays. Goes to school, off and on. From what I’ve heard, she 

flunks her classes. Then her mom gets mad at the school, yanks her 

out. So I’ve seen her on the bus, in the hallways. But I can’t recall her 

name. And we sure don’t talk. 

I call out to her. “Hey! Hey you!” 

She looks over, blinking like I’ve just shaken her awake.  

“What are you doing in my fields?” I’m playing the big man. 

Up there on the tractor, arms folded across my chest. Showing off. 

I’m not trying to spook her. But her eyes get huge. She turns 

on her heel, and crashes off, right through the corn. I wince and 

cringe as stalks snap. A sick feeling rises because it’s like hearing bones 

break. 

That corn, every stalk, is my family’s back bone. 

A part of me is furious. Wants to cuss. 

A part of me is grateful. Wishes she’d tear it all down. Then 

I’d be free. Wouldn’t have to deal with it anymore. 

Maybe for me, corn stalks are less of a back bone, and more of 

a big, golden prison. 

I swipe my arm across my face and get back to work. 

But a few weeks later, I’m alone, raking out the barn, when I 

hear singing.  

I stop, and listen. 

Then I just lay down the rake, and follow that voice. 

Mia Bauer, Balladeer

At night on my swing, singing out loud, that’s when the 

poems first pour out of me. Until then, I don’t know they’re in there. 

Until then, I don’t suspect I have any talents at all. When I’m in 

school, I’m dumb. I’m slow. I struggle. I run away. 

Like when they try to take me from English, the one class 

where I feel real, like who I am. They march me to the tiny room at 

the end of the hallway for “extra help.” No, thank you. Halfway there, 

I turn tail and run to the library, where I curl up behind a potted 

plant. There, I conduct my own English class on the carpet, freckled 

with sunlight. I whisper poetry to myself and the librarian, Ms. Stein, 

stamping books at her desk nearby. She pretends not to hear me. I 

whisper to her, and the plant, the immortal love and grief of Emily 

Dickinson. It might be lonelier Without the Loneliness – I’m so 
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accustomed to my Fate. 

Daydreams are another form of running away. I fall into 

daydreams all the time. At school, that’s a bad thing to do. I miss out 

on instruction. My body’s at my desk, but my mind . . .  is out that 

window. Swimming in the green liquid ripple of the cornfields, all the 

way to the diving board of that cloud, springing then tumbling into 

the endless pool of sky. Or I’m captivated, wholly bewitched, by the 

black boxelder bug streaked with red, ascending the wall like a line of 

fire. 

I snap back into my body just as the teacher is finishing 

up. The other kids get to work, sharpening pencils, flipping open 

notebooks, heads bent. I sit there, trapped in my terrible skin, 

burning up, a house in flames, nowhere to escape. I have to pretend 

to stay safe. I’ve gotten good at pretending. I open my textbook to 

some random page, mimic the posture of the other kids, write hard 

and fast in my notebook. But not the assigned work, whatever it is. I 

write nonsense lines about cornfield corridors, sky pools, veins of hot 

lava blazing through boxelder bug wings.  

 Last time mom ripped me out of school, in ninth grade, it 

was because some men in suits pulled me out of class and made me 

sit across from them in the principal’s office. They forced me to hear 

them say, you do math like a fifth grader. They were talking about 

some tests. Because of those tests, some kids were gifted, and some 

were hopeless. I’m still not sure who those men were, or why they had 

to tell me, or why, with their obnoxious cuffs, ties, and cologne, they 

were so stern yet also delighted to inform me that I was dumb. 

 I went home and told Mom and she threw down her dish 

towel. Yeah, when you’re poor, and you struggle, people think you’re 

stupid. People give up on you, bam, lickety-split. Mom dropped out 

at my age. She worked as a waitress, let dirty old men slap her butt for 

better tips, and at night, did her art. She tried saving up money for 

art school. That was her dream. 

 Maybe she took me out of school, too, because of the phone 

calls. The calls bothered her. Ever since elementary school mom got 

phone calls from the teachers, and the school nurse, about big clumps 

of pine pitch in my hair. Big tangles, burrs, sometimes bugs. We had 

to cut it out with scissors. Maybe it would be a good thing if you 

helped Mia wash and comb her hair, after she comes inside from 

playing. 

 The dirt on my face and clothes distracted the other kids. 

The nurse made me change out of my favorite green pants because 

they stank of urine. I’d said something, I guess, about peeing the bed, 
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getting up late, and not having time to bathe before the bus came. 

Also, about the nightmares. I kept having them. Finding Mom dead. 

You see, I said to the school counselor, I’m worried about finding her 

dead. 

By high school, I knew how to clean myself up and shut 

myself up. I knew how to see the teachers, the principal, the nurse, 

the counselor, especially, or just about anyone in suits, as the enemy. 

But I didn’t know how to hide my stupidity. It just kept showing 

up— in grades, in tests, in everything I tried. 

 That’s why, swinging in my splintered wood swing, and 

singing, I’m stunned to find the poems inside me, like buried 

treasure. Maybe, who knows, with all my reading and scribbling and 

dreaming, I’ve been digging toward them for years. 

I sing to the cornfields about themselves, so they can know 

their own beauty. I sing to them that they are more than fields; they 

are an ocean, a great green sea. 

I sing to the trees. The big old sycamore with her loose flaps 

of bark and bouncing leaves, burnt paper like rust, falling in autumn. 

The weeping willow that droops and sways, touching the earth, 

sweeping limbs across the grass with the grace and poise of a pianist. 

I sing to the trees that they are homes. Places to hide, and places to 

dream. Places to catch a breath from the world’s hurt and just be. 

I sing to the Otterbeins’ dairy cows, black cows with startled 

white faces, tags flapping in their ears. I sing to them that they 

aren’t alone, they are seen, if not by the world, by me. I count them 

as friends and I love them, from whisking tails to spotted hides to 

stomping hooves, I love them. 

 I sing to the gravel pit and the dump trucks, tell them the 

power in their wild roar, the music in their truck beds that clang-

clang, bumping over pot holes. The slow creaking rise of their beds to 

the sky, the sparkle and clatter of rocks raining out. I sing to them of 

so they know, their rusty, funky, feral machine beauty. 

I hear crunching in the leaves and grass behind me. I shut up 

quick, drag my feet over the dirt. Once I’ve stopped, I twist around. 

Combine boy. He’s leaned up against the tree. 

“I was raking out the barn,” he says. “I heard you singing.”

I know who he is. Carey Krause. The Krause Farm borders 

our trailer community. In the morning, he stands at his driveway, 

waiting for the school bus. His hands, holding the shoulders of his 

little brother. They get on, right before the trailer kids. We’ve never 

talked. But he chased me out of his fields once. Combine boy. Now 

he straightens, takes off his ball cap like a gentleman in a novel. He 
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has a lot of very dark, very curly hair. And I remember that Krause is 

German for curly-haired. He rakes his fingers through his curls, says, 

“Your songs are good. Where’d you get them?” 

“From my head.” 

His mouth falls open. “You imagined all that?”

I nod, and this time, behind my hand, I smile.  “Dang. Your 

songs make this place sound way better than it is.” 

I shrug. “Maybe. Or maybe you don’t see what I see.”  

He thinks on that, moving his mouth like he’s chewing on 

a piece of straw. I’ve seen him do that before, when he’s out in the 

fields, focused and proud. I say, “Take a combine, for instance.” He 

looks me right in the eye. “Be easy to see it as just farm equipment, 

wouldn’t it? Bet it feels more like a castle to you. Like driving around 

in a castle.” I twist this way and that in my swing. 

Carey says, “You’re a bard. Isn’t that what they call it?”   

I stop twisting, tilt my chin up, and say, “I prefer balladeer.”  

He smiles. And we begin. 

Carey and Mia, Best Friends

They’re in high school, and with each other, finally kids.

They swim the cornfield rows. 

They play hide ‘n seek on ATCs. 

They zoom through the snow flattened cornfields on a 

snowmobile, whooping and yelling, scarves whipping behind them, 

like pilots. 

They wade the Wapsipinicon, pant legs rolled up, chasing 

crawdads, and shadows. He regales her with tall tales about the Witch 

of the Wapsi. She takes him at night to see the fresh grave of the 

hermit’s cat, the beam of her flashlight rising slowly from a mound of 

red dirt to a straight white cross engraved with Candy. 

Her bike finally looks the way she wants it to look. Not 

new, which means never used. Not shiny, which means alone. Mud-

encrusted. Which means, adventure. Which means, friend.    

When they argue, one or the other, or the both of them, starts 

pitching mulberries. This leads to full scale war, and being purple-

stained for days. 

At dusk, they sit side by side on a tree branch, immersed in a 

galaxy of fireflies.  

They play kickball rowdy, and look at each other gently.

  A snow day arrives, a boon of hours. When he’d normally be 

away at school, toiling at geometry, and she’d be stuck inside, trying 
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They zoom through the snow flattened cornfields on a 

snowmobile, whooping and yelling, scarves whipping behind them, 

like pilots. 

They wade the Wapsipinicon, pant legs rolled up, chasing 

crawdads, and shadows. He regales her with tall tales about the Witch 

of the Wapsi. She takes him at night to see the fresh grave of the 

hermit’s cat, the beam of her flashlight rising slowly from a mound of 

red dirt to a straight white cross engraved with Candy. 

Her bike finally looks the way she wants it to look. Not 

new, which means never used. Not shiny, which means alone. Mud-

encrusted. Which means, adventure. Which means, friend.    

When they argue, one or the other, or the both of them, starts 
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stained for days. 

At dusk, they sit side by side on a tree branch, immersed in a 
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  A snow day arrives, a boon of hours. When he’d normally be 

away at school, toiling at geometry, and she’d be stuck inside, trying 
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to tunnel out an escape route through books, here they are instead, 

sharing the bounty of a whole day. They give themselves entirely to 

building. They work with the sleeves-rolled-up dedication of a big 

job, the quiet solidarity of two colleagues. At twilight, beneath a 

lavender sky hazy with snow, they stand back, trembling with fatigue 

and cold. They marvel at their side-by-side work, nothing to do with 

school, or farming, or pleasing anyone but themselves. Nothing to 

do with architecture either, though the fort is magnificent, the snow 

bricks stacked high, sparkling. 

She takes him by his gloved hand with her mittened one and 

they stand inside it and look up, the icy walls channeling their vision 

right up to the stars. She says even if it melts, and no one else ever 

sees, we’ll know what we made. We’ll have this inside us forever. He’s 

not one to get choked up, not even at church, but he blinks a little, 

he does. He tells her, then, what he’s wanted to say for months: that 

he shouldn’t be the only one who gets to hear her, the way she sees. 

It’s wrong, a travesty that he, the fields, the cows, the dump trucks, 

are the lone recipients of her balladeering. The whole world should 

hear what she’s got to say. She should stop believing lies especially the 

biggest lie, that she’s dumb. Stop believing men in suits, the label-

makers, the tests that don’t see— can’t measure— beauty, poetry, love. 

She should sing to herself, for god’s sake, and pour her pent up mind 

into love letters that serenade the whole dang world.   

After that, the wonder of hearing that, she has to trudge back 

home, the holy fullness of her heart replaced by dread. 

Her mother cried that morning while scrubbing dirty dishes 

at the sink. She said, don’t end up like me, Mia, whatever you do. 

Then she climbed in the bath with some booze. When she still wasn’t 

out an hour later, Mia got spooked, that old childhood nightmare 

creeping back, and she nearly kicked the door down, crying out. 

Her mother screamed, screamed in her face that she couldn’t get a 

minute’s rest and she wished, oh God she wished, she’d never had her. 

Mia stood stock-still, face resolute like a soldier. Inside, falling 

dead to her knees. 

To soften the trek home, she puts herself back in that fortress 

of snow, their two faces lifted, the two of them breathing in snow and 

starlight. 

She walks and she dreams, until she can’t move. 

She can’t move. 

She’s veered off the path that runs straight through the middle 

of the mown down fields. He told her, didn’t he? Be sure to stay on 
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the path. He warned her not to stray off into the fields. Now look 

at her. She’s wandered right into the sucking mud and muck. And 

look, she’s really done it. She can’t lift her feet. It’s getting darker, and 

colder. She’s stuck halfway between his house and hers. 

“Mom! Mom!” She screams it into the world. Like a newborn. 

Until the tears freeze on her face. “Mooooom!” 

 She throws her head back, and the song that rises from the 

bottom of her belly, the song that splits the sky wide open, is an opera 

of grief, what it feels like to be stuck, and alone. With a mother, and 

without one. A reckoning, a terrible birth of truth forcing its way 

through at last, crescendoing. And then a whine, plaintive and sweet, 

grows closer, a violin leaping into the score. 

She swivels. He jumps from the snowmobile, bundled up 

in his big coat. “Oh, shit!” First time the good Lutheran farm boy’s 

ever sworn. He runs to her, loops his arms around her waist. “I got 

you,” he says. He tugs and he pulls, and finally, they tumble, falling 

backward together in a tangled heap. Her foot hangs in the frozen air, 

sock peeled half off. 

She rises up. Her mouth drops. She elbows him, and points.   

Their boots. Sitting empty. Stuck together in the mud, 

probably ‘til spring. 

Something about those boots makes her feel that they are the 

most beautiful thing they’ve ever built.    

Something about those boots makes him feel that that’s the 

greatest thing this field’s ever grown. 

Maybe, in another universe, they would turn to each other 

and kiss. 

But here, in this one, they can’t stop laughing.
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Bill Synder

GREEN GRUB JOINT

We take a meal at the Terrace, a table 
in a crook of green—green bordered door, green 
shaded windows, glassy table tops 
reflecting green. But I cross the street 
for a handkerchief—a cold coming on—
eating outside will make me run. And back 
with a blue one, curly red dots. 

He sits at a table, fists on his cheeks. No, he says, 
he is not moping, and no, not crying. Just 
holding still. His head, he says, ducks and swivels 
and twists with a world to paint—shingles, 
fingernails, stars, mist above a stack of wheat. 

And he listens, he says, to people around, 
and holds himself, holds still, broods—
says he wants to paint sounds someday—
sneezes at night, oars in gunwales rowing, hooves 
on cobblestone—and smell—radish, 
pine cone, piss in a bucket. 

Poetry

He’s ordered lapin au tomates. I know you 
like it, he says. But, I say, I was thinking 
omelette—
fromage, champignon—cheap and quick, 
and a plain baguette, butter, house white 
with the egg. No, he says, I want food fit for 
kings. 
A painty one—me, a  writey one—you. And you, 
he says, can pay, bien sûr. Merde, I say, 

Jésus. But what about your moneybags in Paris? 
I squeeze him enough, he says. If squeezed 
too much, he’d shrivel and droop. Especially 
his wallet. But we’ll make do. I’ll paint 
this place, give them the canvas, name it. “The 
Most  Excellent Green Grub Joint in All of 
Arles.” That should get us rabbit, some springy 
legs.

Poetry

   After, The Cafe Terrace on the Place du Forum
        Vincent Van Gogh, September 1888
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Krikor N. Der Hohannesian

A WAY OF LIFE
Great clattering outside
the bedroom window, early morning
a late January day—dissonance of demolition,
splintered pine boards, screech of metal on metal,
ripping of upholstery. A frayed hassock pitches
from the second story sun porch, throaty

metallic reverberations thud
the steel bottom of the trash trailer.
A cane-backed chair, a wicker hamper,
cheap-jack panel…a roustabout, black-stubbled,
says the house has been sold.

Henry and his wife both near 100 years, 
eight decades together in this, his house of birth,
defying entropy—suddenly vanished
like wraiths in the night.

So little I knew about them, she hanging out
a second floor window reeling in the weekly
laundry in the heat of summer and chill 
of winter, sheets starchy white—how fresh
they must have smelled!

Poetry

He, deaf as granite and not much for small talk,
eight years and we had spoken once—about
cutting down the Norway next to the chain-link,
more sunlight for the tomatoes and broccoli. “Oh, 
fine by me”, he allowed and went on
scruffing up yellowed thatch.

                  Now a bare bulb glows

a lone beacon in the attic window. The clothesline,
unburdened, flaps in the icy March wind. A blue
silence stares blankly from across the back fence. 

Poetry
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David Snyder

WALKING
when it’s hot
I feel like the only person crawling
between each building
a blue light marks
safety, a man says
speak English, three
Nepali students ask
me where to go to eat
something from home waits
to swallow memory
I want to ask when the earth moved
and their city collapsed another
student confesses
he can’t remember my name
traumatic brain injury I write
down instructions to find the maximum
value of a function
a calculation
of memory
I’m not scared of much he says
only deterioration. I have
To keep busy. When
I’m alone here
In the lab every
computer hums
at a barely audible
frequency

Poetry

THe GLeAM

By: Henry Hu 
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Jan Schmidt

MONTE CORONA AND A NIGHTMARE

Stones are strewn across this rocky plain.
The rutted malpais * gives up no secret
just a haphazard jumble of browned boulders.
Sculptures like sentinels, gnomes,
feral creatures, Cerberus guarding
the gates of Hell.
I walk on an almost invisible picon path
towards the peak of the mountain,
watching my steps.
Fearful of falling, of cracking
my aging, thinning bones
In spurge or a ravine of stones.
Ahead the first sign of the eruption
thousands of years before. A calderita,
a sinkhole carved out of soil.
A whirlpool of rocks sunk deep
In the earth. Dusted with scrub bush.
An empty eye socket sucking in all it cannot see.
Later a nightmare erupts in me at 3 am.
I am alone in an arid desert land
In a cairn of stones.
I am cuddling a baby, pressed against me.
Protecting her from fierce Atlantic winds.
She is all heated breath and swallowed gulps of tears.
I whisper, “You’re safe. Safe.”

Poetry

Then I wake up in a hollowed out body.
Only a pulsing heartbeat and memory
carving out this place in me.
This haunting, this return.
*Malpais—badlands
of light the strips of wood framing
earth and sky.

She bows to the single bare tree
In the courtyard.   Trunk thin as white birch
reaching to the edge of a world.

Poetry
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Karly Jacklin

MEETING IN HIGH PLACES
For J.—
      
I am shaking on the top landing of the fire escape, and it is the 
kind of fear you feel exclusively inside of your palms.
      
It is the nail-bitten morning after a bad dream, blood pooling 
in ragged cuticles. It is the passive suicide of slipping and 
falling. It is me,
desperate enough to meet you again by accident. It is me,
too nervous to do it on purpose.
      
One foot hangs off & I could do it. A sick ode to love/
hurt/want and nothing would be spared from the horror in 
process—
      
One foot returned to the platform. The blue city below 
humming the song
of another limbic system, this failure to die living entirely on 
the eyes of a stranger 
who only happens to look up.
      
 you, his eyes say. The
           imperfect polished fingernail on the hand of a woman
           I used to know, somewhere, and
      
for a moment, a single fragmented second, I see you. 
I hold the rail. He holds a joint. I see you.
      
I see you. 

Poetry
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Simon Perchik

LOUDER!
Louder! though what comes by
has already withered
and along a certain curve

your voice tapers off
as the path bent over her shoulders
spreading its flow into sunlight

now riverbank and whisper 
–you need two mouths
now that every splash

smells from stones
once it rises to the surface
in that slow climbing turn

covered with winter
and her name just beginning 
–yell it! face the sky

still pinned to her grave
and by the handful each breath
half closed, half more dirt.

Tobi Alfier

RAGE IN THE SHADOWS
Floating on an island of quilts, listening to the rain
sing us to sleep, we hear the screech of wind-blurred
unplaceable voices from not far away.

Twenty-four years and I don’t know
the neighbors, but I hate the bitch who’s been coming
and going the last few weeks. She’s nothing 
but trouble, I know it—

Dirty hair pulled back careless, bourbon-blushed cheeks,
narrowed eyes no matter in sun or shade,
always thinking how to hurt.

Somebody’s screaming get the hell out—
louder than the wind through the camphor tree
in our front yard, louder than the waves
which override the weather

with their viciousness. We stay cuddled-up,
hear a car start, tires peel out 
and skid—the slippery street and wet leaves
an exclamation point on anger unresolved.

Motel nights are booze in a paper cup,
hotplate that violates the hell out of reason
and we don’t care—she’s gone.

Poetry Poetry
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Xiaoly Li

THE WHOLE WORLD IS BUSY GET-
TING OLD

*The Whole World is Busy Getting Old, Who is willing to rest be-
fore death?  Ji Xiaolan, Qing Dynasty,” Yuewei Thatched Cottage 
Notes.

Punctured with a hairpin, your wounded hand
bled out poems, thousands of characters, 
on walls, dirty shirts—Your Wronged Soul flies

white kites—
You leave the Father of the Country, 
destined for the Father of Skies. 

Five cents
your mother had to pay
for the bullet that took you at thirty-six.
 
Your eyes still open—
Who can bear to look?

Your white bedsheet, red with your blood, 
cuts through this heavy gray land, this
roaring wind and dripping rain.

You, like the legend 
Kuafu who chased the sun to rid us darkness.

You loved the line, who is willing 
to rest before death?
Your cry over Weiming Lake 
still thunders in our hearts. 

Deborah Dootlittle

AND THE NEW RIVER
How new can this river be?
A little dimple, divot,
fifth pocket in the denim-

colored ocean.  A mere blip
on the map.  And that’s a fact.
Contained within one county. 

More a rivulet, a broad-
minded creek.  A wide-mouthed stream.
Dreams and sediment empty

into it.  Rainwater drains through 
the city sewers. Who cares
about what it carries?  Who

dares to wade knee deep into 
its murky, mucky river
bottom?  Every day, someone 

stands at its edge, on a pier,
at the brink, peering into 
opaque shallows like staring 

into a crystal ball or 
at a magic mirror to 
be hung on some future wall. 

The river is always looking 
back, too, reflecting on how 
what you fail to see is what you get. 

Poetry Poetry

    —
for Lin Zhao, 1932–1968
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Ace Boggess

“WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN IT 
RAINS?”

 [question asked by Nadia Ibrashi]

My eyes scan nearby woods for does,
sheltered, dry, resting in a patch of leaves,
murky bodies lazing, necks stretching 
mouths toward a low branch &
lone jade leaf. Smarter than me,
they’ve found a comfy bed & breakfast
in which to wait out the downpour.
I stand under the storm, kissed by damp,
tasting a wet cigarette. 
My smoke looks like mist off tarmac.
Backs of my hands collect droplets
as though I’ve been knuckling tears.

LeT In

By: Henry Hu 

Poetry
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Stephan Barile

ATWELL’S ISLAND

Tulare Lake, a vast shallow basin of freshwater
surrounded by extensive tracts of swamps,

tule bulrush buffer against wind
and water forces on the eastern shore.

The metallic glint of dragonfly
comes out of stagnant waters, weed-choked pools,

to clear, long stretches of flowing water,
blue heron, egrets, and Canadian geese fly.
 
Some Yokut tribelets of the first people
inhabited this single location so long
 
they became joined with the place,
the village of Chawlowin. Such were the Wowols

of Atwell’s Island. They crossed over
to the mainland in reed boats,

great long tule rafts, pointed at each end,
bound with willow wythes,

to collect firewood, and acorns.
People of the marshes: Los Tulareños,

called ‘the standing people,’ invisible
among alkali heath, cattail, and salt grass.

Wowols lived on clams, and fish,
waterfowl, seeds, and tule roots.

When white men put cattle on the island,  
the water was low, and muddy.

There were wild hogs already, “Tule-splitters,”
among the dry sedges. The natives

waited for the white man to burn them out
to make way for the cattle.

The Indian village was razed
and turned into a large cow-pen.

An Eagle ceremony for the wise chief,
the majestic bird killed by the coyote,

was a mourning ceremony for receding waters
cursed with grief and wailing.

Mocked by the clown, a hole through his nose,
a bone stuck through it, who acted indecent

and nonsensical, wearing false hair.
With a turtle-shell rattle,

a headdress of magpie plumes,
with a beak attached to his forehead

Poetry Poetry
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like a long-billed bird: the loon.

Cattlemen and cavalry rounded up Lake People,
drove them to the north shore: Santa Rosa Reservation,

forced them to live among mountain tribes
of warring people they could barely tolerate.

Meanwhile Judge Atwell’s steamship, Mose Andross,
belched smoke and plowed through choppy waters to snare 
fish

by the thousands, the same steelhead and catfish,
Wowols speared one at a time.

Wendy BooydeGraaff 

SMALL SPACES
what prednisone does    to my heart 
my hormones   my relationships   red 

rings of rash shrinking back into 
my epidermis   seeping into my blood

itch   sinks   pulses my spleen   my lungs 
my leaky left ventricle where memory 

has always resided hidden and known 

those who peek inside recognize mirrors 

before they zip me back together; otherwise 
leave me open, back away, deny same, 
same; 

order me to zip myself back up, stuff the 
itch into the fissure where it belongs, 

which is what I do on most days and 
didn’t need anyone telling me so

PoetryPoetry
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Doug Van Hooser

TRIBUTARIES
Ah, my ego,

broken like an old clay pot.
Jagged pieces with sharp edges, 

shards of indifference. 
A humpty-dumpty case

not worth a horse’s neigh.
I wasn’t fragile,

just fell the right/wrong way.
The surface of self-respect

concrete hard, unforgiving as a wave.
The undertow of expectation

an obelisk of naïve worship 
of achieve and attain.

The mountain pass that switches back
as you climb

but steers clear of the summit.
Nothing is simple as apple pie.

An apple tart failure filling
unsweetened by the sugar of success.

Acceptance a primordial dance
never learned.

There’s a constant ache
that reminds me, 

all water flows to an ocean.

Jeffrey Alfier’s most recent book, The Shadow Field, was 
published by Louisiana Literature Journal & Press (2020). Journal 
credits include The Carolina Quarterly, Copper Nickel, Hotel 
Amerika, James Dickey Review, New York Quarterly, Penn Review, 
Southern Poetry Review, and Vassar Review. He is the founder and co-
editor of Blue Horse Press and San Pedro River Review.

TobI alfIer is published nationally and internationally. Credits 
include War, Literature and the Arts, The American Journal of Poetry, 
KGB Bar Lit Mag, Cholla Needles, Galway Review, The Ogham Stone, 
Permafrost, Gargoyle, Arkansas Review, and others.  She is co-editor of 
San Pedro River Review (www.bluehorsepress.com).

sTephen barIle is a Fresno, California native, educated in the public 
schools. He attended Fresno City College, Fresno Pacific Univeristy, and 
California State University, Fresno. He was a long-time member of the 
Fresno Poets’ Association. Mr.Barile taught writing at Madera Community 
College, and CSU Fresno. He lives in Fresno. 

ace boggess is the author of six books of poetry, including Escape Envy 
(Brick Road Poetry Press, 2021), I Have Lost the Art of Dreaming It So, and 
The Prisoners. His writing has appeared in Michigan Quarterly Review, Notre 
Dame Review, Harvard Review, Mid-American Review, and other journals. 
An ex-con, he lives in Charleston, West Virginia, where he writes and tries 
to stay out of trouble.

Wendy BooydeGrAAff’s poems have been included in Not 
Very Quiet:The Anthology, Slant: A Journal of Poetry, MASKS Literary 
Magazine, Nymphs, and elsewhere. She is the author of Salad Pie 
(Chicago Review Press/Ripple Grove Press). Born and raised in 
Ontario, Canada, she now lives in Michigan, United States.
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in 2019, she earned her MFA in Fiction from the University of North 
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appeared or are forthcoming in Broad River Review, The Texas Review, 
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Missouri Review Miller Audio Prize Finalist, and second-runner up for 
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(Dos Madres Press, 2020).Ghosts and Whispers was a finalist for the Mass 
Book awards poetry category in 2011. First Generation was selected as a 
“must read” by Mass Book Awards in 2021.

Karly JacKlIn is a poet and Ohioan currently pursuing a BFA 
from the University of Maine at Farmington, where she lives and works 
with her girlfriend. She is afflicted nightly with strange dreams, and 
her most recent work can be found across the web in Alma, Not Deer, 
and Atlas and Alice. 

XIaoly lI is a poet and photographer who lives in Massachusetts. 
She is a 2022 recipient of the Massachusetts Cultural Council Artist 
Fellowship Grant in Poetry. Prior to writing poetry, she published 
stories in a selection of Chinese newspapers. Her photography, which 
has been shown and sold in galleries in Boston, often accompanies her 
poems. Her poetry has recently appeared in Spillway, American Journal 
of Poetry, PANK, Atlanta Review, Chautauqua, Rhino, Cold Mountain 
Review, J Journal and elsewhere; She has been nominated for Best of 
the Net twice, Best New Poets, and a Pushcart Prize. Xiaoly received 
her Ph.D. in electrical engineering from Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute and her Masters in computer science and engineering from 
Tsinghua University in China.

sImon perchIK is an attorney whose poetry has appeared in 
Partisan Review, The Nation, The New Yorker and elsewhere.  

JAn scHmidt’s work has been published in many journals including 
The Alaska Quarterly Reveiw, Cream City Review, and Kansas Quarterly. 
Her work also has been nominated for the Pushcart Press Prize. Two 
volumes of poetry were published by Edwin Mellen Press (We Speak in 
Tongues, 1991; She had this memory, 2000) and another, Foraging for 
Light recently was published by Fishing Line Press (2019).
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